
2/15/94 Hal Verh 
PO Boz 421815 
San Francisco, CA 94142-1815 

Dear Hal, 

With a break in the weather I was able to do a little walking this morning and then take 

la shopping and to lunch. Te result is that we are both tired and today's mail is 

heavy. So before reading the interesting enclosures with your 2/12 I respond in haste 

5o you will not waste any time on what I now have So time for, 4,Korff and anything 

on Astor's book. I put the Korff file in the files and something not worth MT MOW:, 
AA 

taking time for and obP'what is not in any sense promising or dependable. And I'm awliOrd 

getting the files and returning them so I do not niol-re,1111 enough to make any suggestion, 

other than getting him to confirm in some reasonable what what he said that you send. 

Do not take any time on Sparks for me, either. 

My question on D4. Livingston was, I believe, not was he in Crazy arry's High 

Trash 3 but was it at Harry's press conceerence that he spoke* I had no intention of 

quoting him. I just wanted to know. And I'll 116t get the video, thanks, 

Ii I can do the cable bit by phone before our time 6 p.m. I'll be gilt to. 
v
r you 

can use anything already on mow cassette from me. 

We were fortunate in the most recent of the constant series of storms going back 

to before Xmas. I was able to getout the day before the last one, had been scheduled for 

a blood test the day before, so./ phoned the lab, to which I've been going for 1 years, 
604 k 

to ask ,Vif the niggardly building management had at last cleared the gutters that d 

been icy just about all this time. The woman who answered the phone said to call back in 

2 hours so they could know. Another woman then told me not date for me, to honk-the horn 

and one of them would come down and draw my blood at the car, at curbstode. 10 degrees, 

below zero windchill: I said that' beforeI'd do that I'd try the Waller side of the 

building, where there is a canopied walkway and probably no ice bat if I could not I'd 

return and honit. I did find that place open and before I could get out of the car one 

of the women technologists had rushed down, fully loaded, with all she needed but 

without any overcoat, tqdraw my bl000d there. She went back into the building with me, 

we returned to her floor, she drew my blood and then brought me a °IT of coffee. Made 

me feel good! And Saturday a neighbor hho has a snow blade on his pickup cleared the 

lane. So, we were luekjr! D-.~t when I had a thence to do a little waling this morning I 

had to stop earlier than usual. From all those weeks of not being able to do it. 

Thanks and o best, 

? 
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